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Pictures and picturing: mental imagery whilst reading 
illustrated novels
Jen Aggleton

School of Education, Childhood, Youth and Sport, Level 2 Stuart Hall Building, The Open University, Milton 
Keynes, United Kingdom

ABSTRACT
The medium of illustrated novels has been neglected by educa-
tional research, and the limited current research on the influence of 
illustrations on a reader’s mental images is largely negative in tone. 
However, by adopting a participatory multiple case study metho-
dology, this research provides a new understanding of the nature of 
mental picturing when reading illustrated novels. In exploring the 
responses of five 9–10-year-old participants to three illustrated 
novels, this study demonstrates that the interactions between illus-
trations and mental pictures are more complex than previously 
theorised. In addition, far from having a negative impact upon 
mental picturing, the potential of illustrations to interact with men-
tal pictures should be embraced by practitioners as an opportunity 
for growth, enjoyment, and increased criticality and creativity.
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Introduction

Illustrated novels have received relatively little academic attention in the field of educa-
tion. Whilst the novel has long been studied and explored, and the wide range of 
picturebook scholarship has led to a huge uptake in using picturebooks in the classroom, 
the potential of the illustrated novel as its own medium has been largely ignored. 
Illustrated novels are complex texts in which words and illustrations are interdependent. 
As both multimodal texts and complex prose fiction narratives, they have commonalities 
with picturebooks and novels, but also their own characteristics and affordances which 
are particular to the medium. One of these is the role that picturing, or mental imagery, 
plays during the reading process.

The question of what we see when we read has a long history. The role of picturing has 
been discussed for generations in various disciplines, beginning in early philosophy with 
Plato’s consideration of imaginative images (trans. Lee & Lee, 2007), and carrying on 
through the centuries to the philosopher Hume’s (1784) suggestion that mental imagery 
provides the foundation for thought. Since then, picturing has been explored in discus-
sions of the philosophy of imagination and language (Russell, 1921; Wittgenstein, 1953), 
cognitive sciences (Paivio, 1978, 2007; Thomas, 2014; Tye, 1991) and reading (Benton & 
Fox, 1985; Fry, 1985; Tolkien, 1964). This breadth of disciplinary interest has led to 
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widely differing foci and approaches, as well as differing terminology, with studies 
variously referring to picturing, visualising and mental imagery (often interchangeably), 
to describe the same phenomenon.

Most neuroscience studies of picturing focus on single-word or short passage experi-
ments, which Kuzmicova (2014), Brosch (2017) and Rokotnitz (2017) argue neglects an 
understanding of the specific experience of picturing during the reading of longer 
narratives. These scholars instead adopt a cognitive poetics approach, through which 
they relate their own experiences as readers to psychological, neurological and philoso-
phical scholarship. As such, whilst they place their experiences within a larger under-
standing of the experiences of affective responses whilst reading, they are not able to 
actively explore the varying experiences of individuals in detail. Kuzmicova (2014) has 
thus called for greater empirical exploration of the topic. Mackey’s (2019) discussion of 
visualisation and reading, which draws on the reported experiences of adults between the 
ages of 18 and 25, further emphasises the importance of considering the varied experi-
ences of different readers. This study therefore extends these understandings by taking 
a participatory multiple case study approach to examine how a group of young readers 
report their experiences of the picturing process when reading illustrated novels. In 
examining this topic, this research not only expands understanding of the picturing 
process, and particularly its relationship to illustrations, which has so far not been 
explored, but also begins to identify some of the characteristics unique to illustrated 
novels and their potential affordances for readers.

Literature review

The picturing process is generally regarded as an unconscious interaction between the 
text and the reader. Mental images are prompted by the text, but readers also bring their 
own tendencies, knowledge and experiences to their mental images, and recombine 
former experiences in order to create new pictures (Mendelsund, 2014; Sadoski, Goetz, 
Olivarez, Lee, & Roberts, 1990; Speer, Reynolds, Swallow, & Zacks, 2009). It is important 
to note that the automatic process of picturing is related to, but not the same as, the 
comprehension strategy of visualising, where readers are encouraged to pause and 
imagine the events, setting and characters of a story as an aid to comprehension, 
requiring conscious effort on the part of the reader (Garnham & Oakhill, 1992; Keene 
& Zimmermann, 2007).

The few scholars who have discussed picturing when reading illustrated texts often 
suggest that illustrations have a negative influence on picturing. This is concerning, given 
that Paivio’s (1978, 2007) dual-coding theory suggests that picturing what you read 
makes a text both more meaningful and easier to recall, a view supported by some 
theoretical scholars of reading (Benton & Fox, 1985; Fry, 1985). Bettelheim (1976) argues 
that illustrations can restrict a reader’s ability to create their own pictures, though this 
argument is based on a theoretical approach which reflects only his own personal 
experiences. Similarly, Marshall (1988) claims that surveys have found that older children 
feel that illustrations in storybooks clash with their own images of characters, and argues 
this may act as a deterrent to reading. However, she does not actually cite any of these 
surveys, or provide additional evidence to support her claims, so it is difficult to state that 
this argument has much validity. Mendelsund (2014), like Bettelheim, explores picturing 
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through an introspective methodology, where he theorises based upon his own personal 
experiences of reading. His work somewhat complicates these negative views by arguing 
that illustrations in novels only prevent a reader from forming their own pictures during 
the passages that are illustrated, though he acknowledges that this does not apply to 
books with illustrations on every page. Mendelsund also takes a largely negative view of 
the influence of illustrations on picturing, describing it as ‘the imposition of another’s 
imagination’ (p. 41). Whilst these studies raise important questions about the nature of 
picturing whilst reading illustrated texts, they do not consider the experiences of a range 
of individuals.

Exploring a range of experiences is especially relevant because not all readers naturally 
create clear mental pictures, and may need to train actively in order to do so (Wilson,  
2012). Indeed, picturing is a highly individual capacity, with readers having tendencies to 
image in differing frequencies, and with varying levels of vividness and detail (Brosch,  
2017; Kuzmicova, 2014; Rokotnitz, 2017). A cognitive neuroscience study conducted by 
Zeman, Dewar, and Della Sala (2015) found that some people never create mental 
images, a condition the authors refer to as ‘aphantasia’. However, Sadoski and Paivio 
(2013) argue that is highly unlikely for a reader never to experience any degree of mental 
imagery at any point, and the work of Zeman et al. (2015) does acknowledge that 
aphantasia is much more common for voluntary visualising (such as actively using 
mental imagery as a comprehension strategy) than for involuntary visualising (such as 
automatic picturing or dreaming). The experience of picturing may also be inconsistent 
for a reader throughout a text, as demonstrated by the work of Kuzmicova (2014) and 
Brosch (2017), who explore their own experiences of picturing whilst reading narrative 
texts, and identified differing levels of mental imagery in both frequency and vividness 
throughout a book.

Where readers are less likely or able to create their own mental images, Nodelman 
(1988) theorises that illustrations may support the development of the ability to picture. 
This supposition is supported by Graham’s (1990) description of exploring Charles’ 
Keeping’s illustrations in the narrative poem The Highwayman (Noyes & Keeping,  
1981) with young readers. Graham concludes that the illustrations provided support 
for students with weaker picturing skills by helping them to create meaning from the text. 
However, the lack of detail reported by Graham as to the nature of the study makes it 
difficult to assess the rigour and reliability of her findings, further demonstrating the need 
for greater empirical exploration of the topic which takes into account the individual 
nature of picturing.

Another factor which may influence the picturing process is the content of the text, 
due to the role of previous experiences in the formation of mental images. Dekker, 
Mareschal, Johnson, and Sereno (2014) conducted a neuroimaging study into automatic 
picturing, using an fMRI scanner to observe the spontaneous responses in the cortex to 
single printed words by participants aged 7 to 45. The study found that automatic 
picturing skills are developed over time, as they are much stronger in adults than in 
children, and are also influenced by an individual’s personal experience. A similar 
neuroimaging study conducted by Speer et al. (2009) examined the spontaneous cortex 
responses of 28 adults to four short (less than 1500 words) narrative passages. They found 
that a reader’s existing knowledge of the world was combined with the information in the 
text to develop mental situation models, which was a process similar to recalling previous 
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situations. Similarly, Sadoski et al. (1990) conducted a study asking 72 college students to 
read a 2100-word story and report their experiences of images whilst they read. The study 
found that the participants reported mental images which were generally consistent with 
the text, but which also included elements of other experiences, memories of which were 
prompted by what they read.

This integration of previous visual experience and text is complicated by the fact that 
readers may have previous experience of something, but do not necessarily have a mental 
image attached to that experience (Kuzmičová & Cremin, 2021). In addition, the degree 
to which individual texts are likely to prompt memories in individual readers is highly 
variable (Kuzmičová & Bálint, 2019). For instance, scholarship by Kuzmičová and 
Cremin (2021) has found that realistic fictional texts are more likely to prompt conscious 
memories of past experience than fantasy fictional texts, a finding which may also apply 
to the unconscious process of remembering that takes place during automatic picturing.

This complex interaction of previous experience, text and the picturing process may 
mean that readers find it more difficult to picture unfamiliar aspects of a text, such as 
previously unencountered fictional creatures. If this is the case, then the role that 
illustrations play in supporting or restricting the creation of mental pictures may be 
different depending upon the familiarity of the elements within the novel, and whether 
a reader has a mental image attached to that familiarity to draw upon.

A previous empirical study I conducted on readers’ experiences of the illustrated 
novel A Monster Calls by Patrick Ness and Jim Kay (Aggleton, 2017) suggests that the 
interaction of illustrations with a reader’s own mental pictures may influence the ways 
in which they engage with a book. Participants reported that the illustrations provided 
more detail and information than they created through their own mental pictures, 
sometimes impacting upon the meaning they made from the text. One participant 
commented that the illustrations offered alternative ‘possibilities’ to her own pictures, 
encouraging her to consider different interpretations (p. 240). In addition, all partici-
pants commented on the silhouette style of the characters, which allowed them to bring 
their own imaginations to the images rather than providing too much detail (p. 240), 
suggesting that the style of illustrations may play a role in the picturing process. These 
findings reflect theories of predictive processing, which argue that perception and 
action are supported by the matching of predictions with the input of incoming sensory 
information (Clark, 2013). The possible effects of the relationship between illustrations 
and picturing raised by this earlier work have been explored in greater depth in this 
current study.

To address these various issues raised by the existing literature, I explore the following 
research question:

What can be learned about the nature of picturing when reading illustrated novels from the 
reports of five 9-10-year-old participants?

Research design

The findings presented in this article are drawn from a larger project exploring children’s 
interactions with illustrated novels. I conducted a multiple case study working with five 
children (Alexander, Amy, Leo, Nicole and Sophie) aged 9–10 (Year 5) in an average- 
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sized primary school in Cambridgeshire, England. Participants were chosen through 
theoretical sampling, where the children’s teachers and I discussed the requirements and 
process of the project, and used our judgement about which children would probably 
manage the level of reading required, and would also be likely to enjoy participating 
(Bloor & Wood, 2006). We selected participants who were competent readers, though 
they did not all regularly read for pleasure, and who were able to articulate and discuss 
their experiences of reading. Six participants were initially selected, with one participant 
withdrawing during the project, and whose responses have not been included here. 
Whilst class, race, ethnicity and religion were not selecting factors, due to the relatively 
small pool of available participants, the participants did come from a diverse range of 
British backgrounds. None of the participants had disabilities, were neurodivergent or 
spoke English as an additional language.

The limited number of participants allowed for an in-depth exploration of their 
experiences, but also limits the scope of these findings. The findings discussed here 
therefore present the beginnings of a greater understanding of the experience of mental 
picturing whilst reading illustrated novels, but further research with a wider range of 
participants is necessary for a fuller understanding of these processes and experiences.

To explore the interactions between picturing and illustrations, I adopted a socio- 
cultural lens. The socio-cultural view of reading can be seen as an extension of the reader- 
response theories of Rosenblatt’s (1938, 1978) concept of reading as a ‘transaction’ 
between reader and book, and Iser’s (1980) theory of aesthetic response, both of which 
suggest that meaning is made not purely by the book, but in an interaction between the 
book and the reader, and is therefore influenced by the reader’s socio-cultural position 
(Gee, 2000, 2008; Snow, 2002; Snow & Sweet, 2003). As such, the reader brings their own 
experiences and understandings to the reading process, and has a role in creating 
meaning equal to the contents of the book. This transactional process for creating 
meaning also mirrors the picturing process, as outlined in the literature review. Due to 
these interacting factors, experiences of reading are variable due to the individual nature 
of the reader, but are also likely to have commonalities, due to the static nature of each 
book. I therefore undertook a multiple case study to explore the roles of both individual 
reader and individual book. Each case is an examination of the responses to a different 
illustrated novel: The Imaginary (Harrold & Gravett, 2015); The Midnight Zoo (Hartnett 
& McNaught, 2010); and Not As We Know It (Avery & Grove, 2015). The cases are based 
on the responses to the novels, rather than just the novels, or just the participants, in 
order to reflect the importance of both book and reader rather than one or the other 
(Rosenblatt, 1938, 1978).

Following from the socio-cultural lens, I took a participatory approach which placed 
children’s voices at the forefront of the research, and involved sharing decisions about the 
research process and focus with my participants. The books were chosen by the participants 
through a vote from a selection I provided to explore several aspects of illustrated novels 
which I judged from a review of the literature as likely to be significant. A range of data 
collection methods were decided upon in discussion with the participants, so they were able 
to communicate through whichever means they felt were most appropriate (after they 
received training on a variety of research methods and the opportunity to practise using 
these different methods) (Woodhead & Faulkner, 2008). Each participant read as much as 
they wanted to per week, and if they chose, recorded their initial responses in journals and 
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annotated a photocopy of an illustration from the section they had read. We then discussed 
their responses in individual unstructured interviews. The participants then read further in 
the next week, and we continued the cycle until each participant reached the end of each 
novel. The data collection took approximately six months to complete.

This participatory approach enabled me to access aspects of picturing which have 
not been explored by other studies. Whilst I was unable to explore which precise 
parts of the brain were activated, as neuroimaging would have allowed, or gain the 
depth of detail provided by an introspective methodology, by exploring children’s 
own reports of their experiences of picturing I was able to access a richness of 
qualitative description which neuroimaging would not provide, as well as a range of 
different responses, which would not be possible with an introspective methodology. 
With the limited evidence on the impact of illustrations on automatic picturing, 
I also wanted to ensure that I was not missing key facets of the experience by taking 
a researcher-led approach. By allowing my participants to direct much of the course 
of the research, new areas for exploration were opened up (and other areas which 
I had presumed would be significant but which my participants informed me were 
not significant for them were abandoned).

There are also notable limitations to this approach. Whilst I was not their teacher, the 
research was conducted in a school with the attendant adult–child power dynamics, 
which are likely to have impacted the responses. The impact of these dynamics was 
mitigated to an extent as the participants were not used to discussing picturing, and 
therefore not seeking to provide a ‘correct answer’ based on previous knowledge; they 
were also encouraged by the participatory approach to see their views as valid and 
important. However, those dynamics were undoubtedly still present and likely to have 
restricted responses, particularly in the early sessions. Additionally, self-reporting of 
experiences inevitably leads to some inaccuracies or omissions. This was especially the 
case as all data relating to picturing came from the unstructured interview discussions 
rather than other data collection methods, and as such represents the participants’ recent 
memories of their picturing.

The data was analysed with content analysis (Schreier, 2014), using the constant 
comparison method (Glaser & Strauss, 1967), which led to an iterative approach to 
interviews as new topics were raised or discarded based on the current data. Once all data 
was collected I undertook two rounds of coding: an initial open round to generate codes, 
followed by a closed round using the codes generated and consolidated in the first round 
(Charmaz, 2014). Hypotheses were developed from the participants’ responses to the first 
book, The Imaginary (Harrold & Gravett, 2015), and then tested against the responses to 
the subsequent two books in order to develop theories.

This research was conducted in accordance with the British Educational Research 
Association’s ethical guidelines (BERA, 2018), and was approved by the ethical review of 
the Faculty of Education at the University of Cambridge. All data was collected and 
stored in line with the General Data Protection Regulation (2018). To balance safe-
guarding with recognition of the contributions of the participants, each participant chose 
whether to be referred to in the research by their own first names or chose their own 
pseudonym. Last names have not been included, and the school is not identifiable from 
its description.
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Discussion of findings

The findings are split into two main sections based on the dominant themes from the 
data: explorations of illustrations scaffolding the picturing process; and instances where 
illustrations interacted with existing mental pictures. Responses to The Imaginary 
(Harrold & Gravett, 2015) are cited as TI, responses to The Midnight Zoo (Hartnett & 
McNaught, 2010) are cited as TMZ, and responses to Not As We Know It (Avery & 
Grove, 2015) are cited as NAWKI. The number of the interview for that book is also 
included in the citation for reference where relevant.

Illustrations scaffolding the picturing process

A major area of investigation was the potential for illustrations to scaffold the mental 
picturing process, as suggested in research by Graham (1990) and my earlier research on 
A Monster Calls (Aggleton, 2017). The findings from this research provide additional 
evidence which supports and clarifies the role of illustrations in novels in this process.

Natural picturing tendencies
Alexander, Amy and Sophia regularly commented that they found the illustrations useful 
in scaffolding their mental picturing. Alexander, who commented the most frequently 
about the illustrations supporting his picturing, reported that he did not have naturally 
strong picturing abilities, and often found it hard to picture characters and settings in 
books he had not previously read (TI:1). By providing an image for him, the illustrations 
helped to clarify details about the characters, setting and objects within the story, which 
he described on many occasions as being useful to his reading. Leo, who reported having 
very strong natural picturing abilities, also commented that the illustrations helped him 
to visually imagine the books, but to a noticeably lesser extent than the other participants.

However, whilst all the participants commented at some point that the illustrations 
had aided them in creating mental pictures, it was not simply the case that those with 
weaker picturing abilities reported this scaffolding more frequently than those with 
stronger picturing abilities. Like Alexander, Nicole reported that she did not have strong 
mental picturing abilities, saying that she often did not mentally picture when reading, 
although she sometimes began to picture a book once she had got about half way through 
(TI:1), reflecting the individual nature of picturing and the inconsistency of picturing 
throughout a book (Brosch, 2017; Kuzmicova, 2014; Rokotnitz, 2017; Wilson, 2012). 
Early on in the study she commented that illustrations might potentially be helpful in 
aiding picturing, commenting that they could:

Show you what it looked like, if you didn’t have an idea in your head, so you could actually 
see it, sort of a picture of it (TI:1, lines 204–206).

Interestingly, however, she did not feel that this had actually happened to her at this point 
during her reading, as she had not spent enough time looking at the illustrations for them 
to provide her with a mental picture of what was happening in the story (TI:1). Nicole did 
mention the illustrations supporting her picturing process on other occasions through-
out the study, but more often stated that she had no mental image of the books (though 
she did not think this hindered her reading process or enjoyment of the books). 
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Correspondingly, out of all the participants, Nicole reported spending the least amount 
of time engaging with the illustrations, often glancing at them only briefly. Due to the 
method of self-reporting used for this data collection, it is impossible to state conclusively 
that Nicole spent less time looking at the illustrations than the other participants, or that 
there was a definite causational, rather than correlational, relationship with her relative 
lack of picturing. However, her responses do indicate the need for an amendment to the 
previously theorised idea that illustrations can support the picturing process when 
reading novels. Whilst illustrations do appear to have the potential to scaffold picturing, 
given that all of the participants reported this occurring, Nicole’s responses suggest that 
this may only be the case provided that a reader gives enough attention to the illustrations 
in order to be able to make use of the image as part of their own reconfiguring of 
experience when creating mental pictures (Mendelsund, 2014; Sadoski et al., 1990; Speer 
et al., 2009).

Familiarity and unfamiliarity
The likelihood of illustrations scaffolding the picturing process also seems to have been 
influenced by factors around familiarity and unfamiliarity. Sophia discussed how familiar 
spaces often found their way into her mental images:

I normally imagine it in a place that I know, because sometimes when I imagine classrooms, 
it seems to be in my house, and when I imagine outside, it seems to be in the forest and by 
a hill. (NAWKI:1, lines 242–245)

These reported experiences correspond with the current research on picturing which 
foregrounds the importance of personal experience in the development of mental 
imagery (Dekker et al., 2014; Sadoski et al., 1990; Speer et al., 2009). This familiarity 
seems to include not only lived experience, but also the experiences of the book so far, as 
seen in this comment from Sophia, when discussing an illustration of Rudger, the 
protagonist of The Imaginary, in front of a tree (p. 76):

Well when it said under a tree, you can’t really make a different tree to any other tree so [. . . 
.] Trees look all the same so, you would have imagined a tree like that. Like the bushy bit at 
the top and the thing [gestures to trunk]. But you could have imagined, because it said he was 
leaning against the tree, and having a rest, you’ve seen Rudger before in the book, so you 
could imagine what Rudger looked like, and then put him against the tree so you can make 
the picture in your head. (TI:2, lines 379–399)

The familiarity that Sophia had with trees, as well as her previous encounters with images 
of the character Rudger, seemed to make it easier for her to picture this part of the book. 
Where there were elements of the book which were unfamiliar, however, such as the 
character of Mr Bunting, and the imaginary friends in the library, she found them very 
hard to picture and felt that the illustrations supported her ability to imagine what they 
looked like (TI:1,2). The importance of familiarity and experience may also explain why 
Sophia reported her picturing as getting stronger the further she read, and seems to have 
been at least partially based on the illustrations she had already seen, such as in the 
discussion of Rudger earlier.

Other participants also commented on illustrations being particularly useful in 
helping them to picture the unfamiliar. When reading Not As We Know It, both 
Alexander and Leo commented on an illustration of a Walkman being particularly 
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helpful, as they had never seen a Walkman and so found it hard to imagine without an 
illustration (Alexander, NAWKI:3; Leo, NAWKI:4). Similarly, when Amy came across 
a character in The Imaginary which resembled a gramophone (pp. 90–91), she stated 
that without the illustration she would not have been able to picture the character 
(T1:5). Amy also discussed finding it difficult to imagine the character of Leonard, who 
was a fantastical creature which was half man and half fish, and therefore unfamiliar to 
her (NAWKI:1). Sophia similarly discussed finding it difficult to picture Leonard 
because he was not the same as mermaids she was familiar with from other texts 
(NAWKI:1).

This influence of familiarity and unfamiliarity on the picturing process suggests that 
whilst illustrations can support the picturing process at any point, they may be more 
likely to scaffold automatic picturing when a reader is unfamiliar with an object, 
character or setting, and therefore cannot draw on their own experience to create 
a mental picture.

Textual individuality
The individual nature of an illustrated novel also appears to influence how illustrations 
support the picturing process. The participants’ comments on picturing in The Midnight 
Zoo were starkly different to the responses to the other two novels.

The responses to The Imaginary and Not as We Know It support and extend Graham’s 
(1990) findings, which suggest that illustrations have the potential to aid the generation 
of mental pictures. In their responses to The Midnight Zoo, however, Alexander only 
once commented that an illustration had supported his mental picturing, whilst Amy felt 
that she did not picture at all, unlike with the other books where she reported picturing 
frequently. Leo said that one illustration in The Midnight Zoo was different to his own 
mental picture, but did not discuss the illustrations supporting his picturing process. By 
contrast, Leo frequently mentioned the illustrations in The Imaginary and Not As We 
Know It supporting his picturing process. Neither Sophia nor Nicole commented on 
picturing during their responses to The Midnight Zoo at all, though Sophia frequently 
discussed picturing in the other texts. Nicole reported that she did not tend to picture 
when reading, but did mention a few illustrations in The Imaginary and Not As We Know 
It had helped her to imagine what the scene looked like.

The illustrations in The Midnight Zoo may have been less successful in supporting the 
picturing process due to their more reductive and less representational style, as they are 
largely composed of silhouettes with few details and a small number of components per 
illustration. When discussing the illustrations in Not As We Know It, which include both 
representational illustrations but also reductive silhouettes, Amy said that early silhouette 
illustrations had not given her a mental picture of the characters, but that later repre-
sentational illustrations had (NAWKI:3). In discussing a representational illustration 
which she felt contradicted an earlier one, and interfered with her mental picture, Amy 
even commented: 

Once you’ve had one big reveal it’s probably better to have it less detailed, if it’s not the same 
picture every time. (NAWKI:3, lines 701–706)
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Similarly, Leo stated that it was easier for him to imagine something if the description 
and the illustration were detailed, as he felt he was only able to partially imagine the 
character of Leonard from a silhouette (NAWKI: 1). These comments indicate that, for 
Amy and Leo at least, the more complex and representational illustrations were more 
successful at scaffolding their picturing process than were the less detailed and more 
reductive illustrations.

This impact of style on mental picturing may be due to the relative amount of 
information provided by the differing illustrative styles. The production of mental 
pictures relies on a reader’s ability to recombine known information with former 
experiences in order to generate a mental image (Mendelsund, 2014; Sadoski et al.,  
1990; Speer et al., 2009), and therefore it is not surprising that this process might be 
more difficult when a reader is presented with little information if they do not have 
previous visual experience of what is being discussed in a text. Given the sharp 
distinction between the large number of comments in responses to The Imaginary 
and Not As We Know It which described illustrations supporting picturing, and the 
single comment from Alexander reporting that an illustration had supported his 
picturing in The Midnight Zoo, it seems likely that the reductive illustrations in The 
Midnight Zoo were less successful at providing the necessary information to support 
picturing than the more detailed and representational illustrations of The Imaginary 
and Not As We Know It.

It is also possible that the relative lack of comments about picturing partially reflected 
that The Midnight Zoo had fewer illustrations than the other books. Alexander commented 
that he would have preferred for The Midnight Zoo to have more pictures to make it easier 
to understand (TMZ: 1), whilst Amy commented on Not As We Know It that:

I like how they have a lot more pictures so I can kind of imagine it. (NAWKI: 1, lines 52–54)

However, only Amy and Alexander made comments about the number of illustrations 
influencing picturing. Sophia and Leo, who both reported strong picturing tendencies, 
did not find the relative lack of illustrations in The Midnight Zoo problematic (Sophia, 
TMZ:5; Leo, TMZ:1), whilst Nicole, who rarely had mental pictures, but did not feel that 
picturing was an important part of her reading process, also did not think it hindered her 
reading to have fewer illustrations (TMZ:1,3). These responses may also have reflected 
the participants’ personal visual experiences as well as their picturing tendencies, as 
picturing not only varies between individuals, but also works with information either 
present or previously experienced. It is therefore possible that a greater number of 
illustrations is more helpful for readers with weaker picturing skills or little personal 
visual experience of the topic at hand, and who value picturing as part of the reading 
process, than for those with strong picturing abilities, relevant visual experience, or who 
do not find picturing especially useful.

Illustrations and existing mental pictures

There were occasions when the illustrations interacted with the mental pictures the 
participants had already generated, and there were disparities between the two images. 
Amy described this experience, commenting about her picturing:
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Usually, if there’s quite a lot of description sometimes . . . and then if there is actually 
a picture, I don’t think that’s what it looked like. (TI:1, lines 43–45)

Alexander, Leo and Sophia also reported occasions when an illustration was in conflict 
with their own mental picture of a scene. These discrepancies between their own mental 
pictures and the illustrations influenced their reading in a number of ways.

Replacement
For Alexander, the illustrations always replaced his mental pictures if there was a conflict, 
and generally he felt this helped him to imagine the story more accurately. On one 
occasion, he felt that his mental picture of Leonard, the half-man half-fish character, was 
better than the one in the illustration, which he felt was a bit simple. However, even 
though he thought that his mental picture was better, he also characterised it as ‘com-
pletely wrong’, and commented:

Yeah, because I was thinking about what the sea creature would have been like, and my idea 
of it; but when I saw like the sea creature itself it completely pushed my idea away. 
(NAWKI:2, lines 287–289)

Alexander’s experience reflects that of the introspective research of Bettelheim (1976) 
and Mendelsund (2014), who consider illustrations in novels to be an imposition on the 
reader’s own mental pictures, and a hindrance to the picturing process. For Alexander, 
the text held authority over his own interpretations, so whilst the illustrations did 
undoubtedly impose an image over his own, he did not consider this a hindrance to 
his picturing process, but rather a support.

Enhancement
Amy, Leo and Sophia had a more mixed experience with conflicting illustrations. They all 
reported instances where the illustrations had replaced their own mental pictures, as 
Alexander experienced, but they also discussed times when the illustrations had 
enhanced their own pictures by adding details (Amy, TI:1,2, NAWKI:3; Leo, TI:2,3, 
NAWKI:3,4; Sophia, NAWKI:1). Leo described this experience as the illustration 
‘expanding’ what he had already imagined (Leo, NAWKI:4), whilst Sophia felt that it 
created a ‘mixture’ between her mental picture and the illustration (NAWKI:1). Whilst 
reading The Imaginary, Leo reported incorporating the illustrations into his own mental 
picturing, so that characters began to be pictured in the same way they appeared in the 
illustrations (TI:2,3). Leo did not appear to view this as an imposition, but rather as 
a natural development, reflecting the inconsistent nature of picturing throughout the 
experience of reading a book (Brosch, 2017; Kuzmicova, 2014), as well as the way in 
which readers recombine their experiences in order to develop mental pictures 
(Mendelsund, 2014; Sadoski et al., 1990; Speer et al., 2009). This ‘recombining’ that the 
participants reported also reflects Iser’s (1980) notion of reframing one’s understanding 
of a book based upon new information, as the participants were recreating their mental 
pictures in light of new information, just as they altered their ideas about the characters 
and narrative as they progressed through the books.
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Alternatives
There were also occasions when the illustrations conflicted with the participants’ mental 
pictures, but the participants continued to imagine the scene with their own mental 
image (Amy, TI:1,2, NAWKI:3; Leo, TI:1,2, TMZ:3, NAWKI:3; Sophia, NAWKI:1). Leo 
felt that these conflicting images – which neither enhanced nor replaced his own picture – 
were providing an alternative perspective, commenting:

Yeah, it’s sometimes just a different way of looking at it, and that one, I kind of . . . well, you 
can’t imagine wrong, what you imagine is what you imagine. (TMZ:3, lines 168–169)

Unlike Alexander, who felt strongly that the illustrations in the book were the ‘correct’ 
version, Leo was more likely to consider them as a suggestion. It is possible that this 
attitude towards the authority of the text is why all of Alexander’s mental pictures were 
replaced whilst only some of Leo’s were, but this cannot be asserted with any confidence 
based on the limited data available from this study.

Accuracy and position
Amy’s experience of conflicting illustrations also seemed to be influenced by her con-
fidence in the accuracy of her mental pictures. On pages 8–9 of The Imaginary, an 
illustration of a wardrobe was similar to Amy’s mental picture of it, but it provided 
further details which she hadn’t pictured, such as the decorations on the wardrobe door 
(TI:1). In this instance, Amy said she found these discrepancies helpful to her in 
imagining the scene. However, in another case within the same book, an illustration of 
Mr Bunting and his imaginary friend (p. 21), Amy dismissed the depiction in the 
illustration as she felt her mental picture was more accurate to the writing, and ascribed 
the difference to the technical difficulty of illustrating the scene, commenting:

They probably just couldn’t like, show it very well, since the sleeve’s up there. (TI:1, lines 
479–480)

Where Amy was confident that her mental picture was ‘accurate’, she was less likely to 
accept the visual depiction in the illustration. However, where she was uncertain, or 
where the differences augmented rather than conflicted with her picture, Amy was happy 
to accept the detail provided by the illustration. Additionally, the interaction between her 
differing mental picture and the illustration did not always lead Amy to having a certain 
outcome about whether a depiction was ‘correct’ or ‘incorrect’, as she commented that 
she did not necessarily think one version was better than another (TI:2).

For Sophia, accuracy of depiction was less important to retaining her own picture than 
the position of the illustration within the novel. Sophia commented that she was more 
likely to retain her own mental picture when a conflicting illustration came later in the 
book, saying:

Probably because grandad was, like, right from the start of the story, so I was imagining him 
like that and I couldn’t really get that one into my head. (NAWKI:1, lines 898–899)

By contrast, other participants made no comments about location, and their responses to 
conflicting illustrations appear to show no correspondence to location across the books. 
This suggests that the position of the illustration within the book may only have been 
significant for Sophia.
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Prompting creative responses
Amy, Leo and Sophia’s reports of illustrations running parallel to their own mental 
pictures seems to have impacted on their experiences of reading by encouraging them to 
engage critically and creatively with the books by demonstrating ‘possibility thinking’, 
which centres around questioning and the generation of possibilities as a creative act 
(Craft, 2000). Cremin, Chappell, and Craft (2013) identify narratives as providing 
a ‘possibility space’ (p. 149) which can inspire children’s questions and imagination, 
and this possibility space seems to be particularly prevalent where readers experience 
conflicts between their own mental images and illustrations. Amy weighed up the reasons 
for differences between her mental pictures and the illustrations, considering not only 
narrative possibilities (NAWKI:3), but also technical construction possibilities (TI:1). For 
Leo, alternate possibilities appear to have been linked to how great a difference there was 
between the illustration and his mental picture. Where the differences between his own 
picturing and the illustration were minor, such as with an illustration of a wardrobe (The 
Imaginary, pp. 8–9), Leo said he didn’t think that the illustrations made a big difference 
as to how he felt about what was going on in the book (TI:1). However, where the 
differences were more significant, he commented that the illustrations changed his views 
about the book, both in terms of what things looked like and in terms of what was 
happening and the reasons for those occurrences (TI:2,3, TMZ:3, NAWKI:3). These 
reports suggest that illustrations which differ from readers’ mental images may be able to 
prompt a reconsideration of initial interpretations, encouraging deeper explorations of 
and greater critical and creative engagement with illustrated novels. However, the inter-
actions of conflicting illustrations and mental images were not predictable in their 
outcomes within this study, so it is not possible to surmise when and why these 
disparities might prompt this further engagement with the text.

Summary of findings

From these findings the following answers can be given to the research question:

What can be learned about the nature of picturing when reading illustrated novels from the 
reports of five 9-10-year-old participants?

This research expands upon and empirically corroborates findings from the fields of 
neuroscience and cognitive poetics by demonstrating that not only do individuals have 
differing picturing tendencies when reading illustrated novels, but that these tendencies 
can vary not only within texts as previously identified, but also between different texts, 
depending on the style and possibly the number of illustrations included. Additionally, 
this research indicates that it is not only the natural tendency of readers to mentally 
picture, which influences the picturing experience, but also the attitudes and behaviours 
of individual readers. The amount of attention given to illustrations seems likely to have 
an influence on the picturing process, as well as views as to the authority of the text or the 
‘accuracy’ or mental images or illustrations.

The findings also confirm but complicate Graham’s (1990) and Nodelman’s (1988) 
suggestions that illustrations can scaffold the picturing process for readers with weaker 
picturing skills. Whilst illustrations do seem to support picturing, this appears to happen 
with readers of all levels of picturing abilities. This study also extends previous theories 
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about picturing relying on the reconfiguring of individual experience together with 
current information (Sadoski et al., 1990; Speer et al., 2009) into the narrative realm, 
by showing that readers find it harder to picture unfamiliar elements of narratives, and 
that in the cases of unfamiliar objects, characters and settings, illustrations can be 
especially helpful in supporting the picturing process. However, the role of illustrations 
in scaffolding picturing also appears to be at least somewhat dependent upon the style of 
illustration, with more detailed and representational illustrations being more likely to aid 
picturing than less detailed, reductive illustrations.

The impact of illustrations on existing mental pictures shown in this study is far more 
complex and positive than has previously been argued (Bettelheim, 1976; Mendelsund,  
2014). Whilst there were instances in which the participants reported the illustrations 
replacing their own pictures, these replacements were not generally viewed as negative, 
but rather as a welcome support. The participants regularly mentioned enjoying the 
illustration’s differences, or viewed them as an improvement upon their own pictures. 
Moreover, the illustrations in the novels did not always replace the participant’s own 
mental pictures, but were able to enhance or run parallel to them as well. Far from 
reducing a reader’s imaginative capacity, conflicting illustrations and mental pictures 
frequently seem to lead to opportunities for critical and creative explorations of illu-
strated novels through possibility thinking.

Conclusions

The findings from this research strongly challenge the existing narrative that illustrations 
are detrimental to the automatic picturing process and the experience of reading novels. 
Rather, the potential impact of illustrations on mental picturing needs to be understood 
as a complex, but largely productive, relationship. Whilst it is not currently known to 
what extent or how teachers are using illustrated novels in classrooms, this study high-
lights some of the possibilities and considerations of using the medium. These findings 
suggest that the potential of illustrations to interact with mental pictures should be 
embraced by practitioners as an opportunity for growth, enjoyment, and increased 
criticality and creativity.

When selecting illustrated novels, practitioners may wish to be mindful of concerns 
around illustrative style. Novels with detailed and representational illustrations may be 
more likely to support picturing. Resisting the idea of textual authority during discus-
sions may also help to maximise critical and creative responses, if readers are encouraged 
to view differences between their own mental images and the illustrations as a starting 
point to consider multiple possibilities. These findings also imply that teachers seeking to 
use visualisation as part of comprehension activities (Garnham & Oakhill, 1992; Keene & 
Zimmermann, 2007) will need to be aware of and plan for the unpredictability of their 
pupils’ ability to mentally picture, depending upon their personal characteristics and the 
nature of the texts they are using. It is also key to ensure that readers’ attention is directed 
not only to the writing, but to the illustrations as well.

The picturing process is only one facet of the unique medium of the illustrated novel. 
It is hoped that further research into these overlooked texts will demonstrate other 
affordances which may be of benefit to readers and educational practitioners.
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